
Lesson plan – 1. Learn the melody to Bernie's tune

Lesson objectives To learn the melody to Bernie's tune (without reading
it)

Activity 1 The first thing we need to do is listen to the melody of Bernie's
tune over and over again.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bheZvff6qOc

A great version is of Gerry Mulligan with Chet Baker.

I also you suggest listening to their solos, both nailing the
changes!

Activity 2 Go away and listen to this tune on repeat for as many times as
you can.

As soon as you are able, try to sing along with it. It's pretty
simple really, the first rhythmic (and melodic motif) is mirrored

straight away but a tone lower.

Make sure you also pay special attention to Gerry's and Chet's
articulation and phrasing. Try and sing EXACTLY how they play

it. Then, you will stand more chance of also playing it that
way.

The middle 8 is the same motif repeated 3 times (almost) then
the same again with a slight difference leading back to the A

section.

Activity 3 Practice along with me as we learn the melody to Bernie's tune
on our instruments.

A section – Remember, this happens 3 times, so instead of 32
bars of music, we really are only learning 16. 8 bars for the A

section and 8 bars for the B section.

Here we will learn the A section

Activity 4 Here we will learn the B section

Activity 5 Let's put the whole tune together now.

How to make great progress!

I have personally found that when learning heads to a jazz song or transcriptions of solos,
they ALWAYS stay with me for far longer when I learn them by ear.

If I read a tune (unless I do it hundreds of times) I pretty much forget it straight away,
the same with transcribed solos!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bheZvff6qOc

